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1. INTRODUCTION
In classical representation theory, all irreducible finite dimensional
Ž .representations of the Lie algebras gl n can be constructed using Young
symmetrizers as operators on tensor powers of the standard representation
Ž .of gl n and twisting by powers of the determinant character. For the Lie
Ž < .superalgebras gl m n , these operations are not sufficient to construct all
irreducible finite dimensional representations. In this note we describe
how a larger family of tensor operations can be used to construct all
Ž < .irreducible finite dimensional representations of gl m 1 , and then use our
constructions to calculate the homology of these and other basic represen-
Ž < . Ž < .tations under the generic actions of gl m 1 and gl m 1 . This approach,1 y1
w xdeveloped in AW1, AW2 provides a curious link between the representa-
Ž < .tion theory of gl m n and natural tensor complexes used in construction
of minimal resolutions associated to generic determinantal ideals.
The family of tensor operations we use consists of the symmetry opera-
tors realizing the Pieri maps, combined with trace and evaluation maps on
mixed, covariant and contravariant tensors on the standard representation
Ž < . st Ž ? .of gl m 1 . From these basic operations, we construct complexes ZŽa , b .
1 Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9700884.
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Ž < .of tensor representations of gl m 1 which contain all finite dimensional
Ž < .irreducible gl m 1 -modules as their cycles. For atypical weights, these
complexes are double infinite exact complexes, and their right or left
Ž < .truncations give resolutions which realize over gl m 1 the character for-
Žw x w x.mulas of Bernstein and Leites BL , L . In Section 4, we exploit the
relationship between our constructions and general tensor complexes built
from Schur complexes to compute generic homology, over the coordinate
algebra of affine m-space, of the irreducible modules and Kac modules of
Ž < .gl m 1 .
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
We are working over an arbitrary field K of characteristic zero. The Lie
Ž < . Ž .superalgebra gl m n over K is the Z -graded Lie algebra gl U of2
endomorphism of a Z -graded vector space U s U [ U of dim U s m,2 0 1 0
dim U s n under the Lie superbracket. We denote U s F, U s G. The1 0 1
grading U s U [ U can be viewed as a Z-grading from which the Lie0 1
Ž .superalgebra g s gl U acquires a Z-grading g s g [ g [ g given byy1 0 1
g s gl F = gl G , g s Hom F , G s FU m G,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 1
1Ž .
Ug s Hom G, F s G m FŽ .y1
Ž < .which is consistent with the Z -grading. The integral weights for gl m n2
Ž . Ž . m Žcorrespond to pairs a , b where a s a , . . . , a g Z , b s b , . . . ,1 m 1
. n Ž . Ž .b g Z are integral weights for gL F , gl G , respectively. The dominantn
Ž . Žweights a , b are the pairs where a and b are both dominant i.e.,
.nonincreasing . In particular, non-negative integral dominant weights are
pairs of partitions. Also, the dominance partial order on Z m = Z n is the
product of the dominance orders on Z m and Z n.
We will assume throughout this paper that the odd degree component
U s G of our basic superspace U has dimension 1. So the integral1
Ž . Ž . Ž .weights for gl U will correspond to pairs a , b where a s a , . . . , a1 m
m 1 Ž . Ž . m 1g Z , b g Z . Given two pairs a , b , l, m in Z = Z , the condition
Ž . Ž .that a , b G l, m in the dominance order means that the inequalities
a q ??? qa G l q ??? ql for all i s 1, . . . , m1 i 1 i
and
b G m 2Ž .
hold in Z.
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Ž . m 1Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be a dominant pair of integral1 m
Ž Ž .weights i.e., a G a G ??? G a . The pair a , b is called typical if1 2 m
a q m y k / b for all k s 1, . . . , m.k
Ž . m 1DEFINITION 1. Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be a dominant pair1 m
Ž .of integral weights, and suppose that the pair a , b is atypical, meaning
that
 4a q m y k s b for some k g 1, . . . , m ,k
where the integer k is necessarily unique because of the dominance
condition, a G a G ??? G a . Let r denote the largest positive integer1 2 m
satisfying
a s a s a s ??? s a ,k kq1 kq1 kqry1
where r G m y k q 1 by necessity from the range of indices. We define a
Ž .Ž1. Ž Ž1. Ž1..new pair a , b s a , b of weights by
a Ž1. s a , . . . , a , a y 1, . . . , a y 1, a , . . . , aŽ .1 ky1 k kqry1 kqr m
and
b Ž1. s b y r g Z1. 3Ž .
Ž Ž1. Ž1..Observing that a , b is a dominant pair of integral weights satisfy-
ing the atypicality condition
aŽ1. q m y k q r y 1 s a y 1 q m y k y r q 1Ž .kq ry1 kqry1
s b y r s b Ž1.
we see that we can define an operation T on the set of atypical pairs of
dominant integral weights
T a , b s a Ž1. , b Ž1. .Ž . Ž .
Conversely, notice that the inverse operation Ty1 is also well-defined on
Ž .atypical pairs. More precisely, if a , b is an atypical pair with a q m y kk
s b then taking s to be the largest positive integer such that
a s a s ??? s a ,k ky1 kysq1
y1Ž . Ž Žy1. Žy1.. Žy1.where s G k by necessity, we have T a , b s a , b where a
Ž . Žy1.s a , . . . , a , a q 1, . . . , a q 1, a , . . . , a and b s b q1 kys kysq1 k kq1 m
Ž .s. Finally, for any atypical pair a , b and any integer n g Z, we define
Ž Žn. Žn.. nŽ .a , b s T a , b .
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3. THE TENSOR MODULES OF TYPE Z
Ž < . Ž .The Lie superalgebra gl m 1 s gl U acts diagonally on tensor powers
Umn of the superspace U s F [ G, and these actions commute with the
Ž . mnactions of the symmetric groups Sym n on U as supersymmetry opera-
tors. The Schur supermodules S U associated to a partition a or morea
generally the Schur supermodules S U associated to skew pairs oflr m
Ž .partitions are gl U -submodules of tensor powers of U defined by the
actions of classical Young symmetrizers in the group algebras of the
Ž w x.symmetric groups see Sect. 3 of AW1 . There is also a trace homomor-
w xU Ž .phism tr : K “ U m U 1 of gl U -modules and its dual map e¤ : U m
w xU  4  4U 1 “ K called evaluation. In terms of a basis f , . . . , f of F and g1 m 1
 U U4 U  U4 Uof G with dual basis f , . . . , f of F and g of G , we have1 m 1
Ž . m U U Ž U . Ž U .tr 1 s Ý f m f y g m g and e¤ f m f s d , e¤ g m g s 1,is1 i i 1 1 i j ji 1 1
Ž U . Ž U .e¤ f m g s 0 s e¤ g m f . We are now ready to state the definitionj i 1 1
Ž .of the module Z associated to a pair a , b of dominant non-negativea , b
Ž .integral weights using a presentation by mixed tensor modules of gl U .
Ž . m 1DEFINITION 2. Let a s a , . . . , a g N , b g N be a pair of parti-1 m
Ž .tions. The gl U -module Z is defined as the cokernela , b
Ž .d a , bU U1 6w x w xS U m S U 1 S U m S U 1 “ Z “ 0 4Ž .ar1 by1 a b a , b
Ž .of the map d a , b which is the composite of the map1
U U U1mtrm1 6w x w x w xS U m K m S U 1 S U m U m U 1 m S U 1 5Ž .ar1 by1 a r1 by1
and the tensor product of Pieri maps
U U Uw x w x w xS U m U m U 1 m S U 1 “ S U m S U 1 6Ž .ar1 by1 a b
keeping in mind that Pieri maps in the supersymmetric setting are given by
actions of the same elements in the group algebras of the symmetric
groups that give the classical versions of the respective Pieri maps.
The following proposition is easily established by direct calculation using
the presentations defining the modules of type Z.
Ž . m 1PROPOSITION 1. Let a s a , . . . , a g N , b g N be a pair of parti-1 m
tions satisfying the atypicality condition a q m y k s b for some k.k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a There is a homomorphism Q a , b : Z U “ Z U ofa , b a Ž1., b Ž1.
Ž < .gl m 1 -modules induced by an e¤aluation homomorphism on generators
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w xU w xUS U m S U 1 “ S U m S U 1 defined as the composite of Pieri mapsa b aŽ1. b Ž1.
U U Urw x w x w xS U m S U 1 “ S U m H U m S U 1 m S U 1 , 7Ž .a b a Ž1. r byr
followed by e¤aluation of the middle tensor factors
e¤U Ur r rw xH U m S U 1 s H U m H U “ K , 8Ž .r
where r is the largest positi¤e integer such that a s a .kq ry1 k
Ž . Ž Ž1. Ž1..b In the case a ) 0 and b F r, the new atypical pair a , b arek
Ž Ž1. Ž1.. Ž .again a pair of partitions, so that Q a , b makes sense by part a and
Ž Ž1. Ž1.. Ž .the composite map Q a , b Q a , b : Z “ Z “ Z isa , b a Ž1., b Ž1. a Ž2., b Ž2.
zero.
We next examine the stable behavior of the modules Z as thea , b
Ž .weights a , b are twisted by determinant characters. We let det U denote
m U Ž .the one-dimensional supertrace representations H F m G of gl U s
Ž < . Ž < . Ž .gl F G s gl m 1 . We can express det U as a product
y1Udet U s det F det G s det F det G 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .of multiplicative characters. When converted to additive notation, det F
m Ž . m Ž . 1becomes the weight 1 s 1, . . . , 1 g Z and det G becomes 1 g Z ,
Ž U . Ž .with det G becoming y1. For any pair of weights a s a , . . . , a g1 m
m 1 m ŽZ , b g Z , we let a m det denote the weight a q 1 s a q 1, . . . , a1 m
. mq 1 g Z and we let b m det s b q 1 g Z.
Ž . m 1PROPOSITION 2. Suppose a s a , . . . , a g N , b g N are partitions1 m
such that a ) 1 and b ) m.m
Ž . Ž .a There is a natural isomorphism Z s Z m det U ofamdet, bmdet a , b
Ž .gl U -modules.
Ž . Ž .b Suppose the pair a , b satisfies the atypicality condition a q mk
 4y k s b for some k g 1, . . . , m and we let r denote the largest non-negati¤e
Ž .integer such that a s a . Then the pair a m det, b m det ob¤iouslyk kqry1
satisfies the atypicality relation with the same k and r, and the resulting
e¤aluation map
E a m det, b m det : Z “ Z Ž1. Ž1.Ž . amdet, bmdet Žamdet. , Ž bmdet.
Ž . Ž .is the map E a , b tensored by the identity map on the factor det U .
Ž .Proof. Tensoring the presentation defining Z with det U results ina , b
giving us the presentation defining Z . The second statement isamdet, bmdet
verified similarly by examination of appropriate presentations.
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DEFINITION 3. Let a g Z m, b g Z1 be a pair of dominant integral
weights.
Ž .  4a Using any non-negative integer n ) max 1 y a , m y b we canm
make the definition
Ž .m ynst
mn mnZ s Z m det UŽ .Ž .Ž .a , b amdet , bmdet
Ž .which is independent of n by a of Proposition 2.
Ž . Ž .b Suppose the pair a , b is atypical, then using sufficiently large
n, we can define an evaluation map
Q a , b : Z st “ Z stŽ1. Ž1.Ž . a , b a , b
Ž mn mn.by tensoring the evaluation map E a m det , b m det with
Ž Ž ..mŽyn. Ž .det U , which is well-defined by b of Proposition 2.
DEFINITION 4. Let a g Nm, b g N1 be a pair of partitions. The pre-
Ž .sentation 4 of the module Z extends back naturally to a chaina , b
complex
U w xC U : ??? “ [ S U m S U 1 “ ???Ž .a , b a rg b rg<g <si
U w x U w x“ mS U 1 “ S U m S U 1 , 10Ž .br1 a b
where the sum in degree i is over partitions g of weight i. The first
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .differential of C U is the map d a , b described in 5 ] 6 , and thea , b 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .higher differentials d a , b are defined as d a , b was in 5 ] 6 usingi 1
trace and Pieri maps. Moreover, these constructions make sense for any
Ž . p Ž . qpair of partitions a s a , . . . , a g N , b s b , . . . , b g N where1 p 1 q
p, q are arbitrary positive integers, and can be applied to finite dimen-
sional Z -graded vector space M s M [ M in place of U, so that the2 0 1
Ž .complexes C M are defined for an arbitrary pair a , b of partitions.a , b
Ž . m 1PROPOSITION 3. Let a s a , . . . , a g N , b g N be a pair of parti-1 m
tions.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .a H C U s Z as gl U -modules.0 a , b a , b
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..b For a typical pair a , b , H C U s 0 for all i / 0, and thei a , b
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž U . Ugl F = gl G -character of H C U is H F m G m S F m S G .0 a , b a b
Ž . Ž . Ž .c ] e Suppose a , b is atypical with a q m y k s b. Thenk
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .H C U s 0 unless i s 0 or i s a y 1. Moreo¤er, the gl F = gl G -i a , b k
characters of the non¤anishing homology can be described as follows.
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Ž . Ž Ž ..c If a F 2 then the character of H C U isk 0 a , b
H FU m G m S F m S GU 11Ž . Ž .a b
Ž Ž ..and the character of H C U is the same as that ofa y1 a , bk
byakq 1X m det U . 12Ž . Ž .Ž .Ža , . . . , a , a y1, . . . , a y1, y1. , Žy1.1 ky1 kq1 m
Ž . Ž Ž ..d If a s 1 then the character of H C U is the sum of thek 0 a , b
Ž . Ž .characters of 11 and 12 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..e If a s 0 then the character of H C U is the difference of thek 0 a , b
Ž . Ž .characters of 11 and 12 .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Note that a is just a reminder of the definition of Z in 4 .a , b
Ž .To prove the rest, we start by recalling that the definition of C U wasa , b
formulated in a manner to be applicable to any finite dimensional vector
superspace M s M [ M in place of our basic space U s U q U s F [0 1 0 1
Ž . Ž .G. Since dim G s 1, the complex C U has the forma , b
U w x??? “ [ S U m S U 1 “ ???arŽ i. byi<g <si
U w x U“ S U m S U 1 “ S U m S U . 13Ž .ar1 by1 a b
Now, recall that
S U s [m S s F m S GarŽ i. Ža rŽ i..rŽ1 . sss0
and
U w x m U t US U 1 s [ S G m H F .b bytts0
Therefore
U w x sS U m S U 1 s [ S FarŽ i. by1 Ža rŽ i..rŽ1 .0 F s , t F m
m S G m S GU m Ht F 4 . 14Ž .s byiyt
Uw xConsider the trace map acting from S U m S U 1 to S U marŽ i. byi a rŽ iy1.
Uw x Ž . Ž .S U 1 . The trace decomposes into the components tr F and tr Gbyiq1
sending K, respectively, to F m FU and G m GU. This defines on the
Ž .complex 13 the structure of a double complex.
Ž .Let us consider the typical tr F -strand of the double complex. It looks
like
??? “ S s F m Hry2 FU “ S s F m Hry1 FUŽa rŽ iy2..r Ž1 . Ža rŽ iy1..rŽ1 .
“ S s F m Hr FU “ 0. 15Ž .Ža rŽ i..rŽ1 .
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Since S s F s S s F s S s F this strand is a direct sumŽa rŽ i..r Ž1 . a rŽŽ i.mŽ1 ..r Ž i. Ž1 .rŽ i.
of complexes of type
C F : ??? “ m S F m Hbrg FU “ ???Ž .a , b a rg<g <si
“ S F m HbrŽ1. FU “ S F m Hb FU “ 0. 16Ž .arŽ1. a
ŽThe proof of Proposition 1 follows from the following lemma by a
.spectral sequence argument , which calculates the homology of complexes
Ž . Žof type 16 notice that you have to apply the proposition below with
.m q 1 instead of m .
Ž . m 1LEMMA. Let a s a , . . . , a g N , b g N be a pair of partitions and1 m
Ž .let us assume that dim F s m y 1.
Ž . Ž .a If a , b is typical, i.e., a q m y k / b , for k s 1, . . . , m thenk
Ž .C F is exact.a , b
Ž .b If for some k, a q m y k s b , then the only nonzero homologyk 1
Ž .of C F occurs in place a and equals S F.a , b k Ža , . . . , a y1, . . . , a y1.1 kq1 m
Proof. The proof is done by a counting argument, because only Pieri’s
formulas are involved.
Note. If a g Nm, b g N1 is any pair of partitions satisfying the atypi-
cality condition a q m y k s b then the Euler characteristic of thek
Ž . Ž . Ž .aky1 Ž .complex C U is the sum of 11 and y1 times 12 .a , b
4. THE COMPLEXES Z st Ž ? . AND THEIR CYCLESŽa , b .
We begin by introducing our notation for Kac modules which are
g-modules induced up from finite dimensional simple modules of distin-
guished parabolic subalgebras of g. There are two distinguished Z-gradings
Ž < .g s g [ g [ g on the Lie superalgebra g s gl m 1 , one of themy1 0 1
Ž .being the Z-grading in 1 which we shall keep, and the other being its
opposite grading which switches g with g . The two distinguishedy1 1
parabolic subalgebras of g are given by
p s g [ g and p s g [ g . 17Ž .q 0 1 y y1 0
For any pair a g Z m, b g Z1 of dominant integral weights, let Sa , b
Ž . Ž . Ž .denote the irreducible gl F = gl G module of highest weight a , b . If
a , b are partitions then S s S F m S G; otherwise we can use thea , b a b
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notation a m det, b m det from Section 3 to write
Um nm
mn mnS s S F m S G m H F m GŽ . Ž . Ž .a , b amdet bmdet
Um nms S F m S G m H F m G 18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža qn , . . . , a qn. bqn1 m
for any n large enough so that a q n, . . . , a q n, b q n are all non-1 m
negative. Let us extend the g -module action on S trivially to a0 a , b
p -action and call the resulting p -module V 0 . We let V denote they y a , b a , b
Kac module
< 0V s U gl m 1 m V 19Ž . Ž .Ž .a , b UŽ p . a , by
induced up from the simple p -module W 0 . Similarly, we can extend they a , b
g -module action on S trivially to a p -action and call the resulting0 a , b q
p -module W 0 . The opposite Kac module W can then be defined asq a , b a , b
< 0W s U gl m 1 m W . 20Ž . Ž .Ž .a , b UŽp . a , bq
Ž . Ž .As gl F m gl G -modules, we have natural isomorphisms
V s H FU m G m S 21Ž . Ž .a , b a , b
and
W s H F m GU m S . 22Ž . Ž .a , b a , b
Ž . Ž < . Ž < .Remark. 1 Let ¤ : gl m 1 “ gl m 1 be the Lie superalgebra auto-
Ž < .morphism that sends each matrix in gl m 1 to the negative of its super-
transpose. Notice that ¤ : g “ g reverses the Z-grading g s g [ g [ gy1 0 1
Ž < .of g s gl m 1 , i.e., ¤ exchanges g with g , and similarly reverses1 y1
weights. Given any g-module M, we let M Ž¤ . denote the g-module
resulting from twisting the g-action on M by the automorphism ¤ . Using
this notation, we can describe the relationship between the two families
Ž < .V and W of gl m 1 -modules asa ,b a , b
Ž .¤V s W . 23Ž .Ž .Ža , . . . , a . , b Žya , . . . , ya . , yb1 m m 1
Ž . Žw x.2 From a special case of a theorem of Kac K , we know that the
Ž < . Ž .gl m 1 -module V is irreducible if and only if the pair a , b is typical.a , yb
Ž . Ž . Ž < .3 From ii of the corollary to Proposition 3, we see that gl m 1 -
st Ž . Ž . Ž Umodules Z and V have the same gl F = gl G -character H F ma , b a , yb
.G m S .a , yb
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž < . st4 It follows from 2 and 3 that the gl m 1 -module Z isa , b
Ž .irreducible if and only if the pair a , b is typical. In particular, for a
Ž . Ž < . sttypical pair a , b the gl m 1 -modules Z and V are isomorphic.a , b a , yb
Although this is not true in general, it does follow easily from Proposition
5 in Section 4 that there is always an isomorphism
Z st ( W 24Ž .Ža , . . . , a . , b Ža y1, . . . , a y1. , myb1 m 1 m
Ž < .of gl m 1 -modules.
Ž . Ž . m 15 Let a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be an atypical pair of dominant1 m
integral weights satisfying the atypicality condition a q m y k s p. Fromk
Ž . Ž < . st Ž .4 we know that the gl m 1 -module Z is not irreducible. The gl F =a , b
Ž . stgl G -character of Z does decompose nicely into two complementarya , b
Ž .parts. For convenience, we can twist by powers of det U to reduce to the
Ž .case where b G m and a G m for all i s 1, . . . , m, so that the gl F =i
Ž . stgl G -character of Z ,a , b
H FU m G m S F m S GUŽ . a b
s Hm FX m S G m H F m G m S F m S GU , 25Ž . Ž .m a b
can be decomposed using Cauchy’s and Pieri’s formulas into a direct sum
Ž . Ž . Uof irreducible gl F = gl G -modules of the form S F m S G where l, ml m
Ž .are partitions. The pairs l, m appearing in the decomposition can be
sorted into the following types according to the size of l :k
type 1 are pairs l, m where l s a , 26Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
type 2 are pairs l, m where l s a y 1. 27Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
Ž . Ž . UKeep in mind that since dim G s 1, the gl G -character S G of S F mm l
U Ž . Ž .S G appearing in 26 or 27 can easily be determined from l. In them
proof of Theorem 1 we shall see that each type determines a composition
st Ž .k Ž k k.factor of Z . Moreover, let us define a new pair a , b s a , b ofa , b
k Ž k k. m k 1weights a s a , . . . , a g Z and b g Z by the rules1 m
a if a s ai i kka s 28Ž .i ½ a y 1 if a / ai i k
and
b ks b y a q ??? qa q a k q ??? qa k . 29Ž . Ž .Ž .1 m 1 m
Ž k k. ŽIt is easy to see that this pair a , b is the lowest weight pair under
. Ž . Ž .dominance among the pairs l, m of type 1 appearing in the decomposi-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion of 25 over gl F = gl G .
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Ž . Ž . m 1DEFINITION 5. a Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be an atypical1 m
pair of dominant integral weights. From the results given in Section 2, we
st Ž .Ž ? .can define a doubly infinite cochain complex Z of gl U -modulesŽa , b .
having the form
› 1 › 0st st s t??? “ Z y1 “ Z “ Z y1 “ ??? ,Ž . Ž .Ža , b . a , b Ža , b .
Ž .Žn. Ž Žn. Žn..where a , b s a , b and the nth differential
› n : Z st Žn. “ Z st Žnq1.Ža , b . Ža , b .
Ž Žn. Žn..is the map Q a , b for all n g Z. Also, we define X to be thea , b
module of cycles of Z st Ž ? . in degree 0, that is to say X is the kernel ofŽa , b . a , b
Q a , b : Z st “ Z stŽ1. Ž1. .Ž . a , b a , b
Notice that the cycles of Z st Ž ? . in degree n are the modules X Žn.Ža , b . Ža , b .
which we shall prove to be irreducible.
Ž . Ž . st Ž ? .b For a typical pair a , b of weights, we define Z to be theŽa , b .
Ž st .complex 0 “ Z “ 0 with zero differentials and concentrated in de-a , b
gree 0.
Ž . m 1THEOREM 1. Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be any pair of domi-1 m
Ž . Ž .nant integral weights such that a , b is atypical. Then a the complex
st Ž . Ž < .Ž ? .Z is exact and b the gl m 1 -module X is irreducible.Ža , b . a , b
Proof. From the definition of the complexes Z st Ž ? . it is sufficient toŽa , b .
prove exactness at the places
› ›1 0st st s t
Žy1. Žy 1. Ž1. Ž1.Z “ Z “ Z 30Ž .a , b a , b a , b
Ž .of degree 0. Moreover, we can twist by a high enough power of det U to
assume without loss of generality that the weights a Žy1., a , a Žy1., b Žy1.,
Ž1. Ž . Ž .b , b are all partitions. By c of Proposition 3, we have an gl F =
Ž .gl G -module isomorphism
Z st s H FU m G m S F m S GU 31Ž . Ž .a , b a b
which we decompose into a direct sum of irreducible representations using
Cauchy’s and Pieri’s formulas. By twisting with a high enough power of
Ž . Ž . Ž .det U , we can assume that all irreducible gl F = gl G -modules appear-
Ž . Uing in the decomposition of 25 are of the form S F m S G where l, ml m
are partitions.
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Ž .Suppose that the atypicality condition satisfied by the pair a , b is
a q m y k s b. Recall that the representations S F m S GU occurringk l m
Ž . Ž . stin the gl F = gl G decomposition of Z can be sorted into twoa , b
Ž . Ž .complementary parts described in 26 and 27 . This sorting process
applies to any module Z stŽn. Žn. with the index k depending of course ona , b
Ž n n. st stŽ1. Ž1.the atypical pair a , b . Comparing these sortings for Z , Z ,a , b a , b
st Ž .Ž1. Ž1.and Z , it is easy to see that the representations of type 1 occuringa , b
st Ž .in the decomposition of Z are precisely the representations of type 2a , b
st Ž .Žy1. Žy 1.for Z , and by the same principle, the type 2 representations ina , b
st Ž . stŽ1. Ž1.Z are precisely the type 1 representations for Z . This countinga , b a , b
tells us that proving exactness is the same as proving that
ker › 0 s sum of terms in Z st of type 1 32Ž . Ž . Ž .a , b
or equivalently that
in › 0 s sum of terms in Z st of type 2 . 33Ž . Ž . Ž .a , b
Ž .The counting process by itself gives us an inclusion = in 32 , and the
Ž .reverse inclusion : in 33 . Exactness would follow from verifying that
the appropriate component maps of the differential › 0 are nonzero.
Ž .However, we can use part b to reduce this verification to the property of
› 0 being an obviously nonzero map.
Ž . Ž .We will now proceed to prove a and b together using reverse
induction on the index k of the condition a q m y k s b. Let usk
examine the initial case k s m. We have a s b and it is easy to see inm
Ž .this case that the sum of the terms in 32 is the g -character of0
mbS U m det U 34Ž . Ž . Ž .Ža yb , . . . , a yb .1 m
Ž .which we know to be an irreducible gl U -module by a theorem of
Žw x. Ž y1 . Ž .Berele]Regev BR . Since im › is a gl U -module whose g -character0
Ž . Ž y1 . Ž .is contained in 34 , it follows that im › is an irreducible gl U -module.
Ž Ž1. Ž1..Now we observe that the pair a , b satisfies the atypicality condition
a Ž1. s a y 1 s b y 1 s b Ž1. with the same index k s m, the abovem m
Ž Ž1. Ž1.. Ž . Ž 0.discussion applied to a , b in place of a , b gives us that im › is
Ž . Ž .an irreducible gl U -module satisfying the isomorphism in 32 . It follows
Ž . Ž 0.that 30 is exact and that X , which is ker › by definition, is ana , b
Ž . Ž .irreducible gl U -module satisfying the equality in 31 .
Now we consider the case a q m y k s b with k - m, and assume byk
Ž .induction that X is irreducible for any atypical pair l, m satisfyingl, m
Ž .l q m y j s m with j ) k. Let m be an irreducible gl U -submodule ofj
Ž y1 .im › . We know that the g -character of M can contain only terms of0
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Ž . st Ž . stŽy1. Žy 1.type 2 for Z or equivalently terms of type 1 in Z . Thereforea , b a , b
Ž . Ž . Ž .it the highest weight l, m of M is not a , b then from the type 1
condition l s a , we have for any i F kk k
l q m y i G a q m y i G a q m y k s b ) mi k k
which implies that l q m y j s m can happen only for j ) k. The pairj
Ž .l, m cannot be typical because then M would be a Kac module which is
st Ž .impossible as Z cannot properly contain a Kac module. So l, m has toa , b
be atypical with l q m y j s m for some j ) k. By induction, M has toj
Ž .be the irreducible gl U -module X we havel, m
X s M : im › Žy1. : ker › 0 s X 35Ž . Ž . Ž .l, m a , b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so we just need to show l, m s a , b . Suppose that l, m / a , b .
Then l - a and m - b under dominance orders. Let us compare the
Ž . Ž . st Ž .lowest weight l, m of type 1 in Z with the lowest weight l, m in thea , b
Ž . Ž .irreducible module X . Recall that l, m satisfies the type 1 conditionl, m
l s a and the inequality j ) k implies that l G l . So we have l F a .k k k j j k
If l s a then the condition l - a implies lk- a k which is impossi-k k
Ž . st Ž k k.ble because all weights of type 1 in Z must dominate a , b . Ona , b
the other hand, l - a is also impossible because it would imply thatj k
k Ž k k.l s l y 1 s a y 1 - a and l , m is supposed to be a weight ofk k k k
Ž . st Ž . Ž .type 1 in Z . Therefore we see that the supposition l, m / a , ba , p
yields a contradiction as desired.
Ž .COROLLARY. For any pair a , b of dominant integral weights, the cycles
st Ž < .Ž ? .in degree zero of Z are irreducible gl m 1 -modules, and all finite-di-Ža , b .
Ž < .mensional gl m 1 -modules are up to isomorphism of this form.
Ž < .5. THE GENERIC HOMOLOGY OF gl m 1 -MODULES
X AND Z sta , b Ža , b .
Ž < .We start by describing two functors from graded gl m 1 -modules to
Ž .graded free complexes with linear differentials over polynomial rings in
Ž < .m variables. Let M s [ M be a gl m 1 -module with a Z-gradingiig Z
Ž < . Ž .which is compatible with the Z-grading of g s gl m 1 in 1 . Any element
Ž .u g g s Hom G, F acts as a differential of degree y1 on the gradedy1
vextor space M. The generic version of this construction lives over the
y w xcoordinate algebra A s K g y 1 of the affine space g . The polynomialy1
y Ž U . Žring A on m variables is the symmetric algebra Sym g s Sym G my1
U . y yF , and the generic map w : A m G “ A m F is a homomorphism of
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free A-modules given by the generic m = 1 matrix whose entries are
U  4  4f m g relative to bases g and f , . . . , f . The generic map w is anj 1 m
y Ž < . yelement of degree y1 in A m gl m 1 and hence acts on A m M as a
differential of degree y1. The resulting complex
??? “ Aym M “ Aym M “ ??? 36Ž .i iq1
of free Ay-modules will be denoted by My. Similarly, we define a complex
q q Ž U . Ž U .M over the symmetric algebra A s Sym g s Sym F m G using the1
action of the generic map c : Aqm F “ Aqm G on Aqm M. Since c is
q Ž < .an element of degree 1 in A m gl m 1 , the result is a cochain complex
??? “c Aqm M “c Aqm M “c ??? 37Ž .i iq1
of free Aq-modules which we denote as Mq.
Ž < .EXAMPLE. Recall that the standard gl m 1 -module U s U [ U s F0 1
[ G is Z-graded. The complexes Uy and Uq are the homomorphism w
and c , respectively, viewed as complexes of length one. More explicitly,
w
y y y y y y y qU is 0 “ U “ U “ 0 where U s A m G, U s A m F and U is1 0 1 0
c
q q q q q q0 “ U “ U “ 0 where U s A m F, U s A m G. If M is a tensor0 1 0 1
power Umt then My and Mq are tensor powers of w and c , respectively.
Ž .y Ž . Ž .qMore generally, S U is the Schur complex S w and S Ulr m l r m lr m
Ž . Ž w xU .y Ž w xU . Ž w xU .qis S c . Similarly, S U 1 s S w 1 and S U 1 slr m lr m lr m lr m
Ž w xU . Ž w xU . U U Ž w xU . US c 1 , keeping in mind that U 1 s U s F and U 1 s Ulr m 1 0 0 1
s GU.
st Ž y. Ž y.PROPOSITION 4. If M s Z then H M s 0 for i / 0 and H Ma , b i 0
Ž st .y ys S . In other words, Z is a free A -resolution of S .a , yb a , b a , yb
Ž .Proof. We can twist by a high enough power of det U to make a and
b partitions so that S s S F m S GU. Since Z sty is a complex ofa , yb a b a , b
y Žw x.length M over A , by the acyclicity lemma of Peskine]Szpiro PS it is
enough to show acyclicity after inverting one of the variables, i.e., one of
Ž . Ž . Žthe entries of the generic matrix w. By gl F = gl G -equivariance and
.universality under base change this is equivalent to specializing the
y ygeneric map w : A m G “ A m F to an arbitrary nonzero map w : G “ F
Ž .i.e., an arbitrary nonzero w g g . We will work with total complex ofy1
Ž .C U with the differentials being given by the action of w. We can writea , b
1w in the canonical form w : G “ G m F where w maps G to G by the
w xidentity map. From the results on Schur complexes in ABW , we know
U1Ž . Ž . Ž w x .S w is homotypically equivalent to S F and S w 1 isarŽ i. a rŽ i. by1
byi Uw x styhomotopy equivalent to H F b y i . Acyclicity of Z now followsa , b
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from Proposition 3, provided we keep track of the extra homology of
Ž . Ž .C U which occurs in case c of Proposition 3. This extra homology ofa , b
Ž .C U is in degree a y 1 and is equal to a Schur supermodulea , b k
S U 38Ž . Ž .Ža , . . . , a , a , . . . , a y1, 0.1 ky1 kq1 m
Ž U . m U Ž .tensored by det U s H F m G. When we replace U in 38 by the
Ž .map w, the resulting Schur complex is homotopy equivalent to 38 with U
1 Ž Ž 1..replaced by F , which cancels out M C F in the derived category.a a , bk
Since the module of chains of Z st in degree i isa , b
Aym Hi FU m G m S F m S GU 39Ž . Ž .a b
Z st has the same terms and hence the same Euler characteristic as thea , b
Koszul resolution of the trivial Ay-module S F m S GU. Therefore thea b
sty Ž sty . U styacyclicity of Z implies that H Z -S F m S G , or in fact that Za , b 0 a , b a b a , b
is the Koszul resolution of S F m S GU.a b
Ž . m 1THEOREM 2. Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be an atypical pair of1 m
Žweights satisfying the atypicality condition a q m y k s b. Write a , . . . ,k k
. Ž u1 u s.a in the form a , . . . , a where a ) ??? ) a . Then the nonzerom 1 s 1 s
y Ž y . Ž y .homology modules of X are H X and H X fora , b 0 a , b u q ? ? ? qu y1 a , b1 i
i s 1, . . . , s. Letting u denote the sum u q ??? qu for i s 1, . . . , s, we cani 1 i
y Ž . Ž .describe the nonzero homology groups of X as gl F = gl G -modules asa , b
follows.
Ž . Ž y .a In the case k s m, the only nonzero homology group is H X0 a , b
and is gi¤en by
H Xy s S . 40Ž .Ž . [0 a , b Ža , . . . , a , a y1yn. , nq1yb1 my1 m
nG0
Ž . Ž .For b ] d , assume k - m,
Ž . Ž y . akya kq 1b H X s [ S ,0 a , b Ža , . . . , a , a yn, a , . . . , a ., nybns0 1 ky1 k kq1 m
Ž . Ž .c H X su y1 a , bi
a ya y1kqu y1 kqui i
S ,[ Ža , . . . , a , a y1, . . . , a y1. , a y1yn , a , . . . , a . , nqu yb1 ky1 k kqu kqu kqu m iiy2 iy1 ins0
Ž . Ž .d H y 1 X s [ S .u a , b Ža , . . . , a , . . . , a y1, a y1yn., nqu ybnG 0s 1 ky1 m m s
Ž . Ž .Notice that the formula in 40 can be ¤iewed as a degenerate case of d ,
Ž . Ž .and that all the homology modules except d and 40 are of finite length.
EXAMPLE. Before starting the proof of the theorem, let us illustrate the
Ž .complicated notion with an example: Take a s 2, 1, 1, 0 , b s 3, where
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m s 4. Since a q 4 y 2 s 1 q 4 y 2 s 3 s b , this pair is atypical with2
Ž . Ž 2 1.k s 2. We have a , a , a s 1 , 0 so that s s 2, u s 2, u s 1. The2 3 4 1 2
theorem states that the nonzero homology modules are
H Xy s S s S F m S GU ,Ž .0 Ž2 , 1, 1, 0. , 3 Ž2 , 1, 1, 0. , y3 Ž2 , 1, 1, 0. 3
H Xy s S s S F m S GU ,Ž .1 Ž2 , 1, 1, 0. , 3 Ž2 , 0, 0, 0. , y1 Ž2 , 0, 0, 0. 1
H Xy s S , nŽ . [2 Ž2 , 1, 1, 0. , 3 Ž2 , 0, 0, yn.
nG1
m2 U4s H F m S F m S G.Ž .[ Žnq2, 2, 2, 0. n
nF1
Proof of Theorem 2. First of all we may assume that a and b are
Ž .partitions because twisting by det U commutes with g homology. Fromy1
Theorem 1, we have a right resolution
0 “ X “ Z st “ Z st Ž1. “ Z st Ž2. “ ??? . 41Ž .a , b a , b Ža , b . Ža , b .
We begin with the case k s m. In this case we have to prove Zy isa , b
Ž . yacyclic and then calculate its Euler characteristic to be 40 . Since Z isa , b
a complex of length at most m over the polynomial ring Ay in m
variables, we can again use the acyclicity lemma of Peskine]Szpiro. As in
the proof of Proposition 4, it is enough to prove acyclicity after specializing
the generic differential w : Aym G “ Aym F to an arbitrary nonzero
element w : G “ F of g acting as a differential on X . In canonicaly1 a , b
1form, w is a map G “ G m F sending G identically to G. We can see
without difficulty that under this differential, X has terms occurring ina , b
pairs and hence is a split acyclic complex. Therefore by the acyclicity
lemma, the complex Zy is acyclic, and the character of its only homologya , b
group can be calculated, using Proposition 4, from the Euler characteristic
Ž .of the right resolution in 41 which is easily seen to give the formula in
Ž .40 .
Now, in the general case we make use of the short exact sequences,
0 “ X “ Z st “ X Ž1. Ž1. “ 0,a , b a , b a , b
arising from Theorem 1. Proceeding by reverse induction on k, and a
secondary induction on a y a , utilizing the long exact homologyk kq1
sequences associated to the short exact sequences,
0 “ Xy “ Z st “ XyŽ1. Ž1. “ 0, 42Ž .a , b a , b a , b
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Ž .combined with Proposition 4 reduces the theorem to the initial case
k - m taken care of above.
Let us illustrate the compound procedures in the proof with the example
Ž .a s 2, 1, 1, 0 , b s 3 mentioned earlier. We have two short exact se-
quences
0 “ X “ Z st “ X “ 0Ž2, 1, 1, 0. , 3 Ž2 , 0, 0, 0. , 1 Ž2 , 0, 0, 0. , 1
and
0 “ X “ Z st “ X “ 0Ž2, 0, 0, 0. , 1 Ž2 , 0, 0, 0. , 1 Ž2 , 0, y1, y1. , y1
which reduce the statement about the homology of Xy to thatŽ2, 1, 1, 0., 3
y Ž . 4 Uof X . For convenience, we twist by det U s H F m GŽ2, 0, y1, y1., y1
to convert X to X with non-negative indices. SinceŽ2, 0, y1, y1., y1 Ž3, 1, 0, 0., 0
Ž .X is in the Schur supermodule S U the corresponding chainŽ3, 1, 0, 0., 0 Ž2, 1.
y Ž .complex X is the Schur complex S w on the generic map w :Ž3, 1, 0, 0., 0 Ž3, 1.
y y Ž .A m G “ A m F, and the acyclicity of S w in established using theŽ3, 1.
acyclicity lemma.
Finally we will briefly indicate how to apply what we have done with
generic g homology to compute the generic g homology of X and ofy1 1 a , b
Z st .a , b
Ž . m 1PROPOSITION 5. Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be an atypical pair1 m
of dominant integral weights satisfying the atypicality condition a q m y kk
Ž .k Ž k k. k Ž ks b. Define a new atypical pair a , b s a , b where a s a ,1
k.. . . , a is gi¤en bym
a if a s ai i kka s 44Ž .i ½ a y 1 if a / ai i k
and
b ks b y a q ??? qa q a k q ??? qa k . 45Ž . Ž .Ž .1 m 1 m
Ž . Ž .Then we ha¤e an gl F = gl G -module homomorphism
Uq y k kH X ( H X y a , yb , 46Ž .Ž .Ž .i a , b i
k Ž k k.where ya s ya , . . . , ya .m 1
Ž < . Ž < .Proof. Let ¤ : gl m 1 “ gl m 1 be the Lie superalgebra automorphism
sending each matrix to the negative of its supertranspose discussed in
Ž . ¤ Ž < .remark 1 of Section 4. Using the covariant functor M “ M on gl m 1 -
Ž . Ž .modules described in that remark, we have natural gl F = gl G -module
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isomorphisms
Uq ¤yH M ( H M . 47Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i
Ž < . Ž k k.Since the irreducible gl m 1 -module X has a , b as the lowesta , b
Ž . Ž .dominant weight pair in its gl F = gl G -character, it follows from the
Ž .¤ k keffect of ¤ on weights that X is isomorphic to X as aa , b Žya , yb .
Ž < .gl m 1 -module.
Ž . m 1PROPOSITION 6. Let a s a , . . . , a g Z , b g Z be a pair of domi-1 m
nant integral weights.
Ž . Ž . Ž stq .a In the case a , b is typical, H Z s 0 unless i s 0, andi a , b
Ž stq .H Z s S .0 a , b Ža y1, . . . , a y1., myb1 m
Ž . Ž .b In the case a , b is atypical, let a q m y k s b be the atypical-k
Ž .ity relation satisfied by a , b , and let r be the largest positi¤e integer such that
a s a . Then we ha¤e natural isomorphismskq ry1 k
H Z stq s H Xq [ H XqŽ . Ž .Ž .i a , b i a , b iyr a , bŽ1. Ž1.
which combined with Propositions 4 and 5 allow us to deduce the generic gy1
homology of Z st .a , b
Ž . Ž < . stProof. In the case a , the gl m 1 -module Z is isomorphic to thea , b
Kac module V and we know Vq is the Koszul resolution of thea , yb a , yb
trivial Aq-module S .Ža y1, . . . , a y1., myb1 m
Ž .In the case b , from Theorem 1 we have a short exact sequence from
Ž .42 ,
0 “ X “ Z st “ X Ž1. Ž1. “ 0, 43Ž .a , b a , b a , b
Ž < .over g s gl m 1 which respects the natural Z-gradings if we shift the
Z-grading on X Ž1. Ž1. by r. It is easy to check this short exact sequencea , b
splits over the positive parabolic subalgebra p s g [ g , and hence weq 0 1
stq q q w xŽ1. Ž1.have Z s X [ X r as complexes.a , b a , b a , b
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